Improv

®

PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
Organizations that make health and well-being
top priorities understand the importance
of choosing the right task seating for their
workforce. People want to feel good and
work effectively. With Improv, comfort is a
function of smart design—and smart design
comes from understanding individual needs.
Improv is a family of seating with an array of
choices to provide ergonomic agility for all the
places people work—from private offices to
conference rooms and reception areas.
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ONE DESIGN, MANY TASKS
The Improv desk chair combines basic ergonomic support with fundamental style
in a one-piece height-adjustable seat shell with optional adjustable arms. Improv
H.E. takes it up a level—delivering exceptional comfort with a full range of support
features to accommodate body types and sizes from 4’10” to 6’9”. Suit people’s
needs with the simple elegance of an all-purpose chair that offers a mid-back or
high-back version. Improv H.E. is also available in extra-large as well as a stool.
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Wood-Back with Casters

Sled-Base Chair

In-line Table

A COMPLETE FAMILY
The Improv seating family provides more than 30 seating solutions with a
consistent aesthetic across a range of environments. Complement Improv H.E.
and the desk chair with Improv Tag, featuring a choice of six soft mesh back
colors and a variety of seat fabrics. The stylish Improv S.E. features a form-fitting
square or round mesh back. Add side chairs (with or without tablet arm) and
freestanding tables to support collaborative activities. Attach in-line tables to
create tandem seating. No matter how you arrange Improv, you’ll achieve the
proven performance of a broad offering of seating.
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Leg-Base Stacking Chair

Tablet Arms

Leg-Base Stacking Chairs
(Stacked) with Casters

Freestanding
Side Table

Improv Tag

Improv S.E. Square Back

Improv S.E. Round Back

Improv Desk Chair
Mid-Back

Improv H.E. Mid-Back

Improv H.E. High-Back

Improv H.E. XL

Improv H.E. Mid-Back Stool

Leg-Base Stool

Freestanding
Coffee Table

Improv Desk Chair
High-Back
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